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1. Introduction

This document provides ASN.1 encoding for alternative path management messages in P802.16.1a, including:

- AAI-AP-NBR-REQ
- AAI-AP-NBR-REP

2. References


3. Proposed Text on the IEEE 802.16.1a Amendment Draft Standard

[-----------------------------------Start of Text Proposal-----------------------------------]
indexFwdHrMs INTEGER (0..15)

-- Path Management in HR-Network
AAI-AP-NBR-REQ ::= SEQUENCE {
  modeReq CHOICE {
    reqHrBsToArrange NULL,
    informHrBsForAlternativePath InforHrBsForAlternativePath
  } -- +----------------------------------------------------------------------+
  -- AAI-AP-NBR-REQ Message
  -- +----------------------------------------------------------------------+
AAI-AP-NBR-REP ::= SEQUENCE {
  numNeighborHrMsSEQUENCE (SIZE(0..31)) OF SEQUENCE {
    index INTEGER (0..15),
    sinr INTEGER (0..15),
    hop INTEGER (0..3)
  } -- +----------------------------------------------------------------------+
  -- +----------------------------------------------------------------------+
}[-------------------------------------End of Text Proposal----------------------------------------------------]